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Hypotheses

1. Mesoscale ocean current and SST cause significant spatio-
temporal variations (sub-monthly and sub-100-200 km) in the 
momentum, heat and moisture fluxes.
 
2. This ocean-forced variability in air-sea fluxes influences the 
vertical mixing and wind work on the ocean and drives 
atmospheric boundary layer and cloud responses. 



Specific Questions and Approaches
1) How well does the numerical model with the COARE bulk flux 
algorithm reproduce the observed fluxes on oceanic mesoscale?

— Simulated vs. observed air-sea fluxes across the fronts & Pre-cruise 
modeling experiments.

2) What are the controlling factors on the spatial structure and 
temporal variability of the observed air-sea fluxes?  
— Various 1D and 3D sensitivity experiments. Develop a diagnostic metric.

3) How does the resulting air-sea flux variability impact the 
atmospheric boundary layer, and what are the critical feedback 
mechanisms?

— Long-term mesoscale-resolving coupled experiments



HYCOM SST and Surface current, Jan-Feb 2012
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Mesoscale SST alters the vertical mixing in the ABL
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• 1-D turbulent boundary layer process
• A shallow and rapid adjustment (~hrs) 
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FIG. 9. (top) Longitude–height section of zonal wind velocity (vectors) and virtual potential temperature (K) (contours
and shading) during the IOP. (bottom) SST (�C). The numerals with the plot refer to the number of the sounding site
(see Fig. 1).

FIG. 10. (a) 5-min sea surface pressure (SLP in hPa) measured by
the Shoyo-maru along 2�N. (b) SLP ⇧ 1015 (hPa) with the diurnal
and semidiurnal harmonics removed. (c) SST (�C).

cause f /⇤ ⇥ 0.24 ( f is the Coriolis parameter). The
equation for surface zonal velocity may be reduced to

1 dP
⇧⇤U ⇥ . (1)

⌃ dx

Here, the momentum mixing with the free atmosphere
was neglected for simplicity, but the entrainment across
the inversion may be important in the climatological
balance of the mean boundary layer wind (Stevens et
al. 2002). For a sinusoidal SST wave of an amplitude

of 1�C, the amplitude of the zonal wind response is U
⌅ 12 m s⇧1, far too large compared to observations.
Figure 10a shows the 5-min SLP measurements made

on board the Shoyo-maru, which are dominated by semi-
diurnal and diurnal tides with amplitudes of about 2
hPa. We apply the harmonic analysis and remove the
semidiurnal and diurnal harmonics. The resultant time
series has a typical amplitude of 1.0 hPa at low fre-
quencies (Fig. 10b). The tide-removed SLP, however,
does not seem correlated with local SSTs. For example,
no SLP increase is observed over any of the four SST
minima between 140� and 110�W, indicating that the
SLP response to TIWs is much smaller than 0.4 hPa,
the hydrostatic pressure due to a 1�C temperature change
within the PBL. The small SLP response is consistent
with previous inferences based on buoy and satellite
wind measurements (Hayes et al. 1989; Xie et al. 1998;
Chelton et al. 2001; Hashizume et al. 2001).

b. Vertical structure

Then what is responsible for the reduced SLP re-
sponse? Figure 11a shows the longitude–height section
of zonally high-pass filtered anomalies of virtual po-
tential temperature. In addition to anomalies below 1000
m that are roughly of the same signs as the local SST
anomalies, larger anomalies of the opposite signs are
found further above between 1000–1600 m, which were
not considered in our first attempt at SLP estimate. The
latter anomalies are associated with the vertical dis-
placement of the main PBL-capping inversion. Over
warm SSTs, air temperature below the inversion in-
creases via turbulent heat flux. At the same time, the
main inversion rises (star symbols), leading to a strong

Hashizume 
et al. 2002



Eddy-SST impacts on surface wind

100 km zonal highpass filter 

Seo 2017
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Imprints of surface current in wind stress curl 

τ = ρa CD (W − U)2
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τ = ρa CD (W − U)2Air-sea interaction 
over an idealized NBC ring



Air-sea interaction 
over an idealized NBC ring τ = ρa CD (W − U)2

SST-wind coupling

SST-wind: small change in wind work, affect the eddy propagation

SST effect on wind



SST-wind coupling Current-wind coupling

Current-wind: negative eddy wind work, damp the eddy activity

τ = ρa CD (W − U)2Air-sea interaction 
over an idealized NBC ring

SST-wind: small change in wind work, affect the eddy propagation

ocean 
current



Quantifying the impacts of air-sea coupling

~1° downstream shifts of the 
Great Whirl without the SST-

wind coupling

Significant EKE damping effect 
(26%) by the current-wind coupling

CTL no SST-wind couplingno current-wind coupling

SSH 15cm
CTL
noT

Seo 2017, JCLI



Scripps Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Regional (SCOAR) Model 

http://hseo.whoi.edu/scoar/

Seo et al. (2007; 2014; 
2016, JCLI)

Physics of air-sea coupling 
and impacts on upper ocean 

mixing and stratification

Unsmoothed SST 300 km smoothed

Upscaling effects on 
regional precipitation 

patterns

Scale-selective air-sea coupling 

Model COARE 

WRF

300km

http://hseo.whoi.edu/scoar/


Stationed at 9°N,52°W

January 2012

Exploring sampling possibilities
5km WRF-ROMS test simulations Jan-Feb 2012



Repeat sampling 
across the front at ~2kt

Exploring sampling possibilities
5km WRF-ROMS test simulations Jan-Feb 2012

January 2012



Collaborations

• Coordinated experiments with LES and submesoscale-
resolving modeling (e.g., McWilliams, Renault, Sullivan)

- Use common sets of model physics. Share the input and 

forcing data.


• Effect of wave coupling in the air-sea fluxes

- Refine and test the wave-based formulation in the COARE 

against the wave properties and flux measurements
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